
Visual storytelling
Design and code in
modern journalism



Graphics/graphic design =
visual communications

Graphic design is deliberate and considered. 
It is designed.



Four basic principles of design:
- Contrast

- Repetition

- Alignment

- Proximity



Contrast

Use contrast to add visual interest to your work

- Contrast is created when two elements are different

- Grabs a reader's attention

- Creates Hierarchy among elements

- Direct a reader's eye



Contrast can be used in many ways.

Contrast



Herb Lubalin



Good or bad use of contrast? Why?



prox     imity

Use to group related elements



Proximity: Physical closeness implies a relationship.











Don’t be afraid of white space.



Alignment

Use to create unity between elements and 
organize the page.

- Nothing should be placed on the page arbitrarily.

- Every item should have a visual connection with 

something else on the page.



Alignment









Credit: PrintWand

https://www.printwand.com/blog/basic-alignment-principles-in-graphic-design-with-examples


Repetition

Use to create consistency (unity) and visual interest.  

- Repeat aspects of the design throughout the entire piece.

- Repeat a bold font, a line, a bullet, color or other design element.  

- Use to tie together elements on a page or to create unify in a 

multipage document.



 

Use repetition to tie together elements on a page:



 

Use repetition to tie together a magazine or newsletter or newspaper:



 

Use repetition to tie together elements of a package:



Unity

To make all elements on the page appear to be unified, 

connected and interrelated, there needs to be some visual 

tie between the separate elements. Accomplish unity by 

applying design fundamentals: contrast, repetition, 

alignment and proximity.

What is unity? (video)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VQhHX5zpC-U






Typography



Designers learn to be expressive using typography.

- Think about what you are communicating with your type.

- Consider the effect of the fonts that you choose.

- Your type choices should match the tone of the content.

- You cannot go wrong using tried and true fonts.



Serif fonts

Baskerville
Bodoni
Droid serif
Georgia
Times
Garamond



Sans-serif fonts

Helvetica
Verdana
Gill Sans
Century Gothic
Arial
Lato







 



Color theory

Color evokes emotion and adds meaning to your 
design.  Use this to communicate your message 
and create context.



Consider how a color will make someone feel.

Use colors to highlight important items, create 
hierarchy, add evoke emotion. 



Bold, exciting, strong



Dynamic, dramatic



Enlightenment, optimism



Stimulates activity, appetite, socializing!



Elegant, calm, royal



Wealth, money



Mysterious,

artistic,

 stylish



Visual storytelling



A story is not
just facts

A story is a series of events that happened to 
someone and how they respond. It is facts 

mixed with emotion.



THE KING DIED

(E.M. FORSTER)

... OF GRIEF

AND THEN THE 
QUEEN DIED...



I can’t breathe
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/06/28/us/i-cant-breathe-police-arrest.html 

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/06/28/us/i-cant-breathe-police-arrest.html


20 dreams
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/06/12/opinion/reader-dreams-2020.html 

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/06/12/opinion/reader-dreams-2020.html


Flatten the curve
https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2020/world/corona-simulator/ 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2020/world/corona-simulator/


Songs of summer
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/08/09/opinion/do-songs-of-the-summer-sound-the-same.html 

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/08/09/opinion/do-songs-of-the-summer-sound-the-same.html


Design tools for
storytelling

Symbolism
Color

Composition
Typography
Design style



Words & Images
Show and tell. Juxtapose words and images 

for maximum impact.

H/t: Storytelling for Designers, Stacey Williams-Ng







Practice journalism
You are a journalist first.



Design and code in the service of storytelling, 
following the ethical tenets of journalism.



1. Seek Truth and Report It
Ethical journalism should be accurate and fair. 

2. Minimize Harm
Ethical journalism treats sources, subjects, colleagues and members of the public as 
human beings deserving of respect.



3. Act Independently
The highest and primary obligation of ethical journalism is to serve the public.

4. Be Accountable and Transparent
Ethical journalism means taking responsibility for one’s work and explaining one’s 
decisions to the public.

Source: Society for Professional Journalists



Here are some of the best digital journalism 
projects from the last few years.

Digital journalism examples

https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vSQUGnSz6f50m9jOs4W-tH_Q-3Zx9rGePm_1HwqnkyBhwKtjIVBxEjxB50oSMEm6REDzs57_rd4zs-V/pub

